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1 INTRODUCTION

In deep learning (DL), the hardware parallelism of accelerators like the GPU and the TPU has been used to efficiently implement tensor kernels, and further specialized devices continue to be developed to support this domain [6, 7]. However, while DL frameworks like TensorFlow [1] and TVM [2] have built-in support for specific accelerators like the TPU, adding support for a new custom device requires bespoke compiler extensions, which demand great effort and expertise in both the device and the compilation stack. For example, though the recent Bring Your Own Codegen (BYOC) [3] interface in TVM provides a means for invoking a custom accelerator without modifying TVM’s internals, developers must implement a code generator that, given a portion of a TVM model that matches a syntactic pattern, produces C++ code that invokes the accelerator. Each BYOC integration is effectively a standalone compiler, requiring familiarity with both the target device and TVM.

Several factors complicate compiler support for accelerators:

• Lack of a unified hardware specification: Unlike the mostly stable, standardized specifications for general-purpose processors (ISAs), accelerators often have custom software-hardware interfaces via memory-mapped input/output (MMIO). The lack of a hardware semantics also makes it difficult to verify the compiler except by ad hoc testing.

• Granularity mismatch between compiler intrinsics and accelerator operations: For maximum power-performance efficiency, accelerators tend to implement coarse-grained operations (e.g., groups of DL model layers) in hardware, which may be difficult to map onto the source language’s semantics.

• Custom memory management and numerical representations: Accelerators often utilize custom memory management schemes and new numerical representations for efficiency, which compilers must support and reason about when generating code.

We propose to address these challenges by using the Instruction-Level Abstraction (ILA) [5] to model both the semantics of hardware accelerators and compiler IR intrinsics. In particular, our goal is to enable the classic approach to building portable compilers, but extended to verifiable lowering to custom accelerators.

On the hardware side, an ILA model provides a lifting of the operations that an accelerator provides in the form of “instructions” that update the software-visible architectural state. This ISA-like interface for accelerators, enables software-hardware co-verification (with formal semantics) and provides a uniform interface for compilers that allows for drawing upon traditional compiling techniques for instruction selection. The formal ILA semantics for both the compiler intrinsics and accelerator operations enable formal verification of the mappings between them.

2 3LA: TVM + ILA + FLEXNLP

The proposed 3LA flow, shown in Figure 1, provides for application mapping from the TVM Relay IR to heterogeneous hardware including accelerators, such as the FlexNLP custom accelerator [9], using the ILA interface. 3LA is a model flow designed to be generalized across a broader range of domains.

2.1 TVM Relay

Relay is the top-level IR for TVM and provides a high-level interface for expressing DL models, including a type system for tensor shape information [8]. 3LA uses Relay to facilitate coarse-grained pattern matching and end-to-end reasoning about applications. In particular, Relay’s tensor shape types help support generic code generation and facilitate memory planning. By working down from the Relay IR, our 3LA prototype supports any DL model format TVM can import, including MxNet, TensorFlow, ONNX, Keras, etc. In general, the 3LA methodology is fairly agnostic to the details of the source IR; it should be applicable to any source IR supporting syntactic pattern matching over application-level operators that can be aligned with target accelerator invocations.

2.2 ILA

The Instruction-Level Abstraction (ILA) is an ISA-like formal model for the functional behavior of accelerators at the architecture level or compiler IR intrinsics. ILA models have been developed and verified for several accelerators and general-purpose processors in the open-source ILAng platform [4] that supports modeling (in C++
and Python) and verification (using simulation and model checking). ILA’s expressiveness and semantics-based approach provide the generality required for a reusable compiler framework with verification support. One tradeoff is that ILA models best support atomic operations; e.g., asynchronous callbacks within an accelerator operation would complicate modeling and verification.

2.3 FlexNLP

FlexNLP is an accelerator optimized for natural language processing (NLP) tasks, with special support for various recurrent neural networks (RNNs) as coarse-grained operations. To boost the accuracy of NLP computations, FlexNLP adopts a custom numerical datatype in its datapath. As RNNs are complex constructs in most DL frameworks but single instructions in FlexNLP, the mismatch in granularity along with the specialized numerics in the hardware present an interesting motivating example for compiler support.

In general, 3LA can also support finer-grained accelerator ISAs like VTA [7]. Granularity tradeoffs in 3LA follow the classic costs and benefits of abstraction: modeling coarser-grained accelerator operations eases pattern matching and verification, but complicates finer-grained optimizations like operator fusion.

2.4 End-to-end compilation

We propose to approach the problem of compiling portions of programs to custom accelerators by finding equivalent mappings between ILA program fragments. In particular, we will define an ILA for Relay, corresponding to portions of its abstract syntax tree (AST), and an ILA for the target accelerator. We can then approach the problem of compilation by identifying sequences of Relay ILA instructions that are equivalent to accelerator ILA instructions, performing a replacement, and lowering the device ILA instructions to the appropriate hardware-software interface (e.g., MMIO commands). Thanks to the formally defined semantics for the ILA, we can verify the equivalence of these sequences through simulation-based and proof-based methods. The simulation-based verification also helps validate the accuracy of custom numeric datatypes.

Implementing a 3LA Code Generator. For our motivating example, we will compile an LSTM speech-to-text application down to FlexNLP, pattern-matching an entire LSTM RNN in Relay without a single manual annotation. We will specify Relay AST fragments (such as particular operators or sequences of operators) that correspond to accelerator operations, find syntactic matches, and produce the corresponding ILA instructions. The ILA instructions can then be verified and straightforwardly lowered to MMIO operations. We are presently prototyping the proposed compilation scheme using TVM’s BYOC framework to handle the syntactic pattern matching. In this way, we will extend the high-level pattern matching capabilities of BYOC with the lower-level reasoning that the ILA enables, creating the foundations for end-to-end verifiable compilation to accelerators.

Conclusion. By providing semantics for the interface between Relay and accelerators, the 3LA methodology supports high-level pattern matching and enables end-to-end reasoning about applications. Further applying semantic reasoning about equivalent program fragments, rather than only syntactic pattern matching, could further increase the degree of automation. The 3LA methodology would not only simplify adding compiler support for custom accelerators but also provide a framework for hardware-software co-design.

In the limit, we hope our uniform, semantics-driven 3LA methodology will enable accelerator designers to simply provide a high-level ILA model of their accelerator, and then apply an ILA-based framework to automatically generate reasonable compiler support for unmodified high-level applications, including rewrites for mapping source IR operators to accelerator invocations.
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